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By the acclaimed critic, memoirist, and advice columnist behind the favorite "Ask Polly," an
impassioned collection tackling our obsession with self-improvement and urging visitors to
embrace the imperfections of the everydayHeather Havrilesky's writing has been called "whip-
smart and profanely funny" (Entertainment Weekly) and "required reading for all humans"
(Celeste Ng). We've convinced ourselves, she says, that salvation could be delivered only in
the form of services, new technologies, brand-new lifestyles. is usually a mantra and a clarion
call.What If This Were Enough? In its chapters--many of these original to the book, others
expanded from their initial publication--Havrilesky assumes those cultural forces that shape
us. In her work for New York, The Baffler, THE BRAND NEW York Occasions Magazine, and
The Atlantic, in addition to in "Request Polly," her tips column for The Cut, she dispenses a
singular, cutting wisdom--an capability to inspire, provoke, and place a name to our most
insidious cultural delusions. From the allure of materialism to your misunderstandings of
romance and success, Havrilesky deconstructs probably the most poisonous and misleading
communications we ingest today, all the while suggesting new ways to navigate our
significantly bewildering world.Through her incisive and witty inquiries, Havrilesky urges us to
reject the quest for a shiny, shallow future that may by no means come. She asks us to
consider: What if this were more than enough? These timely, provocative, and frequently
hilarious essays recommend an embrace of the flawed, a connection with what already is,
who we are already, what we curently have. Our salvation, Havrilesky says, can be found right
here, at this time, in this imperfect minute.
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Section of the problem. A deep gorgeously noticed deep dive into reside in the 21st century
I'm an unabashed enthusiast of Havrilesky's work. I find them lively and profound, with useful
suggestions for overcoming psychological and romantic relationship roadblocks. This is
simply not her column. Such as a knife through the incessant technobabble of the internet, her
words rang accurate to my soul, producing me laugh, cry, and carry myself a little lighter. I
have been thinking about the same thing for a few days. I pray she under no circumstances
stops. I like her Talk to Polly columns, but I LOVE her essays. ie: Clutter is usually
consumerism, Marie Kondo cuts through that, but then Kondo is also consumed, and is
definitely its own misery of spartan-living perfection never attained. moments, made it an
extremely quick read for me personally. No suggestions as in her guidance columns. I usually
wonder what it's all about. Just suffocating unyielding melancholy. If the state of the world
right now feels exhausting and overwhelming, browse this. HH hasn't released us to one
content material person or one happy moment by page 95 (other than throwing a stick for a
puppy, which is usually admittedly a super fun thing to do. I saw the title and I was absolutely
sure I had to learn it. We paid money to consume her item of abject misery. Elitist and Entitled
I had not been a fan of this collection of essays. Don't go through this in one sitting I am told by
countless individuals who I am adverse and too pragmatic and an excessive amount of a
realist, and then I read this reserve and thought at least I'm not as unhappy and miserable as
she is. The writer comes off as elitist and entitled.Used bite sized pieces, along with a normal
diet plan of daily delight, this might become palatable. But I would recommend not reading
several essay in a seated. "Survival Is Ugly" An engaging collection that gleefully bounces
from insightful and heartbreaking to dark and funny in truly unexpected ways. In this age
group of 'gas lighting' - this collection fits ideal in: Even if we think we're happy (her trip to
Disney) we are not.dr version is Existence sucks and then you die. I forced myself to complete
it and by finish After all I skimmed the next half because when I place it down, it was hard to
create myself pick it back up. I don’t browse Heathers column so probably this book simply
wasn’t for me - but I wouldn’t recommend it to anyone. The tl; This was nothing like the
additional essays I've read. Maybe a little here, a little there, but one sitting with this is just
setting yourself up for a few hours of misery. Heather Havrilesky: a tone of voice like coffee
I've been a enthusiast of Havrilesky's function since I discovered her Question Polly column in
regards to a 12 months ago, and I was struck by how honest, hilarious, and sometimes
heartbreaking her voice was. By a long shot. She tells us where to look for the wonder and
contentment we crave therefore much. I didn't find it insightful, inspiring or uplifting. It's a
relentless picture of wanting more, setting it up, and feeling much less fulfilled. Well worth the
browse.)And that brings us to the O Henry twist of everything.Here, HH has put together a
assortment of essays on Americans' misguided obsessions of consumerism: Disney, screens,
food, socializing, etc. non-e of the blurb's promised 'embrace life's imperfections' from the
book's sales page. There are several very good insights and criticism at interpersonal media,
TV and path of our lifestyle that rang accurate to this reader. The final section of the
publication is uplifting and inspired but under no circumstances sugary or reductive. Smart,
funny essays on everything from foodie lifestyle to 50 Tones to real love, yet somehow each
chapter builds on the last. Insightful and hilarious Love this book. Loved it. Disappointing
Couldn't finish it! Brilliant, witty, profane A great collection of essays on a wide variety of topics
from a very funny, intelligent, insightful writer. All this lady talks about is how much Television
she watches! I picked up this book on and off through finals, like one will a cup of coffee: but
Haunted delivered a jolt through my bones that experienced delicious, and from then on I



couldn't put it down. The picture this collection paints it's just too bleak - less a rational
observation of the uselessness of modern day trappings and more like a dirge for a lifestyle
not worthy of living. Havrilesky spends as much time skewering American culture as she will
examining the oddly shaped fragments of her very own colorful lifestyle. A few favorites are
the claustrophobic and haunting “Playing House,” the modern misery of “Shed Treasure,” and
the darkly confessional and hilarious “Accurate Romance” (which contains the quotation I used
as my headline). Definitely recommend you select this collection up. I'm an enormous fan of
HH's information columns. And yet by page 95, no choice view of our collective misery
emerges. Here she has a chance to explore on a deeper level and the effect can be both
funny and well noticed and above all -- deeply humanistic. Why? Here is a great example: in
her essay A scourge of Gurus, she writes: "At this late day in history, it would behoove the
majority of us to believe less like gurus and more like artists--deeply connected to each other,
painfully, beautifully alert to reality, and exquisitely alive to the moment-- in order to build a "
new world " outside of the toxic illusions of this one." I'm recommending this reserve to all of
my friends. I'm on my second browse of IMAGINE IF and I simply purchased another duplicate
of this reserve and sent it to my 20 year previous son. She gets candid about parenthood,
relationship, our obsession with materials objects, in a really refreshing method. It's a gritty,
reasonable portrayal appear at what life actually is, rather than what we're told it is. I loved
How exactly to be considered a person in the world, and this series was just as delightful.
Because it's thoughtful and honest. I finally experienced like I was reading of the work of
somebody who wasn't attempting to bullshit me. The tone of the reserve is overbearing - we
all have been living empty and soul sucking existences. A fantastic, thoughtful read - among
the best of 2018! As any readers of Havrilesky's advice column know, she creates incredibly
insightful connections between micro and macro. This reserve offers the best of her
composing - anecdotes, cultural commentary, and plenty of aha! And that's it. Loved it!
Recommend. Generous, wise, and funny Heather Havrilesky makes sense of this weird world
while showing her function. Her essays are gorgeous.
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